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THE DUMBARTO N OAKS TLAZOLTEO TL: 
LOOKI NG BENEATH THE SURFACE 
Jane MACLAREN WALSH * 
Somc of the earliest and most revercd prc-Columbian artifacts in the world's major 
museum and private coll ections were coll ected prior to the advent of systemati c, 
scienti fic archaeological excavation, and have littl e or no reli able provenience data. 
T hey have consistently posed problems for researchers due to anomalies o f theme, 
matcrial, sizc, tcchnical v irtuosit y and iconography. This paper oftè rs a hislorical and 
scienli fic approach to objecli vely determining the aulhenticity o f unprovenienced 
pre-Columbian arti facts. Using the Dumbarton Oa ks Tlazolteotl sculpture as a case 
sludy, the article presents the results of archivai research Io flesh oui the objecl 's 
acquisition hislory and a nalysis using scanning electron microscopy Io determine 
whelher pre-Columbian lapidary tcchnology was used to fashion the artifact, o r 
whelher il was carved or reworked in modern times. [Key words: Lapidary technology, 
prc-Columbian museum collections, tool marks, Tlazolteotl , SEM.) 
La Tlazolteotl de D11111barto11 Oaks: 1111 regard sous la s1oface. Certains des artefacts 
précolombiens les plus anciens et les plus révérés qui se trouvent dans les coll cclious 
privées et les musées parmi les plus importants du monde ont été recueilli s avant 
l'avènement des fouill es archéologiques systématiques et scientifiques, et sont accom-
pagnés de peu de données ou de données non fi ables quant ù leur provenance. Ces objets 
ont invariablement posé des problèmes aux chercheurs, en raison des a nomali es relati-
ves à leur thème, leur matériau, leurs dimensions, leur virtuosité technique et leur 
iconographie. Cet art icle propose une approche historique et scientifique pour détermi-
ner objectivement l'authenticité des artefacts précolombiens sans provenance. Prenant 
la sculpture de Tlazolteotl de Dumbarton Oaks comme cas d 'étude, l'article présente les 
résultats d'une recherche d 'archives pour reconstit uer l'histoire de l'acquisiti on de 
l'objet. En outre, ù partir d'une analyse faite sur les marques d'outil s ù l'aide de la 
microscopie électronique ù balayage, il examine si cell es-ci sonl compatibles avec la 
technologie lapidaire précolombienne ou si ell es indiquent que l'objet a été ouvragé ou 
retravaill é aux temps modernes. [Mots-clés: technologie lapidaire, collecti ons p ré-
colombiennes des musées, Tlazolteotl , m icroscope électronique ù balayage.] 
* Smithsonian Insti tution, Department of A nthropology, PO Box 37012, Nl-IB 313, MRC 112, 
Washington, D.C.20013-7012[walshj@si.edu]. 
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La Tlazo/teotl de D11111barto11 Oaks: 111ira11do debajo de la .mpe1ficie. Algunas de las 
piezas prehispc'lnicas mas importantes y admiradas, tanto en las coleccioncs privadas 
como en los grandes muscos del mundo, fucron adquiridas antes de que la arqueologia 
aplicara técnicas de excavaci6n sistcmaticas y cientifi cas, de tal sucrtc que pocos o 
ninguno de los datos rclacionados con su proccdencia, son con fiables. Estas piezas han 
presentado consistentemente un problema a los investigadores debido a las anomalias 
relacionadas con cl tcma, materia prima, tamaiio, virtuosismo técnico e iconograf1a. 
/\si pues, para determinar objctivamente la autcnticidad de artefactos precolombinos 
de procedencia dcsconocida, este articulo propone la combinaci6n de un cnfoque 
hist6rico con la apli caci6n de una tecnologia precisa. El estudio de la escultura de 
T lazolteotl en Dumbarton Oaks sirvc para ejemplifi car c6mo la investigaci6n docu-
mentai en archivos proporciona datos para rcconstit ui r la historia de la adquisici6n ciel 
objeto, mien Iras que el analisis de las huell as de manufactura util izanclo cl microscopio 
electr6nico de barrido permite establecer si la pieza fue elaborada utili zando tecnologia 
prehispanica o si fue fabricacla o retocacla en ticmpos modernos. (Palabras claves: 
tecnologia lapidaria, colecciones prccolombinas de muscos, ma rcas de heramienta, 
Tlazolteotl, microscopio cléctronico de barrido.] 
A cenlury ago, Dr. Ernest-Théodore Hamy (1906) publishcd «Note sur une 
statuette mexicaine eu wernerite représentant la déesse I xcuina »in the Journal de 
la Société de Américanistes of Paris (Figure l ). In the ensuing hundred years, 
Hamy's lxcuina, now usuall y call ed T lazoll eotl, has been the subject of numerous 
scholarly articles, and hcr photograph has graced countless publications. In the 
till e of his article, Hamy asserled thal the statue represents the Aztec goddess 
Ixcuina (Tlazolteotl) , thal the sculpture is carved from the minerai wernerite and 
that it is pre-Columbian Mexican in origin. Those facts have only occasionall y 
been disputed in the scholarl y lit erature since then, but these assertions do not 
appear to stand up to scrutiny. 
This Tlazoltcotl is now one of the best-known sculptures in the Robert Woods 
Bli ss pre-Columbian Coll ection at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, OC. Many 
scholars consider it to be a masterpiece of pre-Columbian art, highly sophistica-
ted in design and execution (Kelemen 1943; Covarrubias 1957; Mason 1958; Coe 
1993; Quiller 2002). Others question its styli stic and iconographie fealures, and 
are dislurbed by il s lack of provenicnce (Baudez 1998; Pasztory 2002). They 
believe it is a misattributed, more modern creation. What has been written in 
support of the sculpture's authenticil y since the early years of the 20th ccntury is 
a lmost entirely subjective, interpretive and speculative, endlcssly repeated, occa-
sionally elaboratcd. It is axiomatic, unfortunately, that whatever is repcated often 
enough is eventuall y taken as fact. 
In 2002, Jeffrey Quiller, then director of Dumbarton Oaks prc-Columbian 
coll ections in Washington, DC, invited me to study and ana lyze the Tlazolteotl 
sculpture (cat.#B-71). 1 examined it with a IOx loup, and took sili cone impres-
sions of carving, drill ing and polishing marks left by the carver. My intention at 
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F1G. 1 - Tlazoltcotl sculpture: Ixcuina, statuette en wcrncritc (photo published in 1907, in Journal de la 
Société des A111frica11is1es). 
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the lime was Io determine whal could be said about the actual manufacture of the 
piece, and additionally to examine and elucidate what has been written aboutit in 
the past. 
To determine the significance and authenticity of this enigmatic sculpture, l 
will describe its physical features and anomalies, and clarify its history and 
cultural origins where possible by presenting the results of my research into 
published and archivai sources. 1 will review the literature on pre-Columbian 
lapidary technology and report on the results of rny research into whether this 
work would appear to have been crafted with pre-Columbian tools. To determine 
that, T used a li ght microscope and a Scanning Electron Microscope (Amray 1810 
with Lab 6 electron source) to examine sili cone impressions of tool marks left on 
the Tlazoltcotl and compared them with the marks on documented, archaeolo-
gicall y recovered, hard-stone artifacts. T also compared the marks on the Tlazol-
teotl with ones made on experimental carvings created in Smithsonian laborato-
ries. In concluding, 1 will summarize what is known and what is assumed about 
this artifact, review the problerns that arise from unprovenienced artifacts in 
museum coll ections, and discuss the potential impact of such artifacts on present-
day scholarship. 
MATERIAL AND FEATURES 
The Tlazolteotl is sometimes described as being carved from jade or jadeite 
(Kelemen 1943; Covarrubias 1957), but the sculpture's material was fir st identi-
fied as wernerite by Augustin Alexis Damour (Hamy 1906, p. 4). Damour (1863) 
was a highly regarded French chemist and mineralogist, who worked extensively 
withjade, and, in fact, coined the termjadeile. Wernerite was the most common 
name for minerais which are now referred to as the scapolite group, and have a 
density or specifi c gravily of 2.85. More !han a half- century later, the first 
extensive catalogue of the Bliss pre-Columbian collection makes no mention of 
Damour's identification, but states the sculpture is carved from « aplite speckled 
with garnets » (Lothrop et al. 1957, p. 240). A pli te is a type of fine-grained 
granite, a rock containing quartz and feldspar as the dominant minerais, with a 
specifi c gravity of 2.63 1• The discrepancy between the identification of the raw 
material as a minerai, wernerite, and as a rock, aplite, has not been explained in 
the lit erature, at least to my knowledge. Determining the density or specifi c 
gravil y of a minerai or rock is a relatively simple task, and assuming Damour's 
original calculation was correct at 2.85, this would further place the identification 
of aplite in question 2• Whelher or nol the Tlazolteotl is carved from a scapolit e, 
aplite, or perhaps another material, it can be said with certainty that neither 
wernerite nor aplite is a jadeite, and 1 know of no other Mcsoamerican sculpture 
carved from either of these materials. 
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The sculpture is 20.2 cm high. She is in a squatting positi on; more acurately, 
she is sitting on her hands with her knees drawn up to her breasts. Ncarly ail 
rcatures of the sculpture a re deeply carved, wit h the exception or the reet and 
hands, which are simply inciscd below her buttocks. Her large hcad is thrown 
back, tightening the muscles of the neck and breasts and exagerating the clavicles 
and shoulder muscles. The breasts, carved with idiosyncratic detail , almost rest 
o n her knees. Her mou th is strctched in a broad grimace, displaying sixteen teeth; 
the open-space between the upper and lower teeth is deeplycut into the stone. Her 
nose and rather large cars a rc rcalisticall y rendered; her almond-shaped, inset eye 
sockets lack elaboration or inlay, o r evidence of inlay. The hair is depicted by a 
series of evenly eut parallel lines running from a ridge across the top of her 
forehead down to the middle of her back, almost to the waist. A lthough the statue 
is usually displayed with a prop bcneath the buttoeks to tilt it forward, it does in 
fact stand, or rather sit , on its own. 
An infant is shown emerging from the mother, revealing the head , shoulders, 
arms and torso. Il s ha ir is a simple line, and the cars a re large and protruding. The 
face has a wide nose, a mou th turned down in a determined pout and a square-eut 
chin. The infant's eyes are d ifferent from the mother's, having been eut wit h a 
holl ow drill , which has lert a circula r dcpression and central eore or septum. In 
the case of the fi gure's right eye, the artist widened the circle into an oval by 
drill ing (at least) twice and removing the septum. The clavicles, li ke the mother's, 
is exaggerated and similarly carved. The arms are outstretchcd, a nd hands turned 
down with the fin gcrs carved in such a way as to make the hands look like paws. 
There are a number of perfectl y round holes drill ed into the mother, including 
ho les through the hairlin e above the center of the forehead, others just in front of 
the top of each ear, mo re through the carlobes and below the ears through the jaw, 
some on either side of the haïr at shoulcler-level and othcrs at either sicle of the 
buttocks and through both feet. 
The essentia l nature of the sculpture is almost complctely anomalous wi th 
regard to the accepted canon of Mexica art , and does not in fact resemble any 
other Mesoamerican art form. The choice of stone, the eompli cated carving in 
the round, the birthing position, the facia l expression of the mother, the 
somcwhat grotesque reali sm, the lack of iconographie cletail ail point to a highly 
idiosyncratic work. 
PRO VENANCE 
P11blicatio11 and exlii bition /Jisto1y 
The fir st photograph of T lazolteotl appearcd in Hamy's article (Figure 1). As 
president of the Paris Americanist Society a nd chief curator of the Trocadero 
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Museum, he was a recognized authority on pre-Columbian arti facts. He consi-
dered the statue to be important, describing it as « une fe111111e, d'une vérit é 
et/inique tout à.fait saisissante» 3, which had been « acquired by M . Damom, the 
nùneralogist from the Acaclemy of Sciences, well known fo r his magnificent 
coll ecti on of bard stone workecl by fire »(Hamy 1906, p. 3). Fift y years later, in 
Robert Woods Bliss collection: pre-colu111bian art , Samuel K. Lothrop (in Lothrop 
et al. 1957, p. 241) commentecl that Damour had not acquired it for « a geological 
collection as has been stated, but for what has been deseribecl as a "magnifique 
collection de piel'l'es dures trm•aill ées" ». Why Lothrop felt the ncecl to clarify the 
exact nature of Damour's coll ection is not known, nor is it clear that Hamy and 
Damour believed the statue had been carved or poli shed employing fire or heat, 
but Hamy did write «pierres dures /r(/\'aillées par le feu ». 
The sculpture later became the property of Hamy's « colleague and friend Dr. 
Ribemont-Dessaignes, of the Academy of Medicine» (Hamy 1906, p. 3). The 
Lothrop catalogue repeats this information as well , adding that the doctor had in 
fact purchased the statue, and it was not «as a fee from an impoverishcd patient, 
as legend would have it »(in Lothrop et al. 1957, p. 241). The source of this legcnd 
is unknown; Hamy makes no mention of it. Another famous unprovenienced 
sculpture, the obsidi an monkey bowl , carries a nearly identical « legend ». It was 
sold to the Museo Nacional by a physician, Dr. Rafael Lucio, who purportedly 
received it in payment from an impoverished patient (Boban 1884, p. 70; Walsh 
2004, p. 66). 
Hamy (1899, p. 11) wrote that he had previ ously seen the sculpture, when it 
was in the shop of a Paris antiquities dealer, and in a footnote noted that he had, 
in fact, alluded to its existence in a prior publication 4. 1 ndeed, in the commentary 
published wi th the facsimile edition of the Codex Borbonicus in 1899, white 
describing the attributes of the Tlazolteotl dcpicted in that Codex, Hamy wrote 
that Damour, of the Tnstitute, owncd «a curious Mexican sculpture which 
represents the sa me subject » (ibid.). The Lothrop catalogue repeats the info r-
mation about the piece's prior existence in a Paris antique store, from which he 
assumes it was purchased by Damour (in Lothrop et al. 1957, p. 241 ). 
The antiquities dealer Hamy referred to was Eugène Boban Duverge, who 
had shops in Paris and Mexico City (Walsh 1996, 2004, 2006; Riviale 2001 ). 
Boban had a long-tcrm persona! and professional relationship with Damour, 
documented in their corrcspondence beginning in 1868 and lasting until 1900 
(Bibli othèque nationale, nafr21477). Boban (1881; 1886) credited Damour with 
the mineralogical identi fication of his pre-Columbian stone carvings in at lcast 
two published sales catalogues. Hamy and Boban were correspondents and 
members of the same academic socicties (Bibli othèque nationale, nafr21477). 
Hand-written notes fo rming part of a collection of Eugène Boban's manus-
cripts clarify Hamy's reference to the antiques shop in Paris. The collection, 
consisting mostly of drawings, photographs and notes on scraps of paper 
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detailing objects coll ected, traded and sold, was purchased by Archer Milton 
Huntington from the German book dealer Karl W. Hierscmann in 1909, a year 
after Boban's dcath in Paris. lt is now housed in the Hispanie Society of America 
in New York Cit y, which Huntington founded (HSA, B2240-B2254). A single 
sheet of papcr, written on both sides in Boban's hand, contains a detailcd 
description of his fir st encounter with the Tlazolteotl sculpture, which D amour 
brought to his shop on boulevard San Mi chel. The note describes the sculpture in 
considerable detail, and there is no doubt that he is talking about the statue now 
in the Dumbarton Oaks coll ection. The page is dated « Monday, May 28, 1883 » 
and the first sentence reads, « A divinity, most probably Mexican, was shown to 
me by M. Damour, and which according to Dr. Hamy was purchased by M . Wan, 
#d, rue de Seine, at the auction house for the price of 200 francs, [now] asking 
1000 F. » (HSA, 82245). Bohan wrote that the piece was about 20 cm high, 
carved from a « not very hard whitish stone ».The longstraight hair, which he felt 
had more in common with Egyptian carvings, caught his attention. ln what is 
perhaps the earliest speculation on the sculpturc's origins, he wrote «the piece is 
pre-Aztec, it isn't Maya, unless I'm wrong ... it seems to me to be Toltec and 
should corne from the Mexican gulf coast between Tampico and Veracruz» 5. In 
conclusion, he expressed the view that the price of 1000 fra ncs was nota fifth of 
its actual value (HSA, B2245) (Figure 2). 
To retrace the sculpture's earl y known travels, it was purchased from Mr. Wan 
by Augustin Damour. After Damour's death in 1902, it became part of the 
coll ection of Dr. Ribemont-Dessaignes, where it remained for an undetermined 
lime, perhaps until his death in 1940 (Grand dictionnaire encyclopédique Larousse 
1984, p. 896). 
ln 1910 a photograph of the sculpture appeared in a book entitled La 
obstetricia en México, writtcn by Dr. Nicolas Le6n. Le6n (1910, p. 21), an 
obstetrician, pediatrician, naturalist and anthropologist, notcd that « the execu-
tion of this statue is admirable for the truth in ail it portrays; [ ... ]The whole body 
is engaged in a savage effort ». The doctor concludes a fairly graphie description 
of the sculpture adding his persona! opinion:« In my view this must [my empha-
sis] have been the typical posture, for birth, a mong the nahua ». He dccides this 
despite the fact that on the same page in his book, as well as the next, are two 
different codex depictions o f birth. One shows a woman seated on a cushion with 
one leg bent; she is holding a child still attached to the umbilical cord. T he other 
is a depiction o f the Tlazolteotl in the Borbonicus codex, who wears an elaborate 
headdress, is clothed in the fl ayed skin of a sacrifi cia l victim, and sil s with anns 
and legs spread wide a part (ibid., pp. 21-22). 
Michael Coe (1993, p. 286) wrote that the sculpture once bclonged to the art 
dealer Charles Ratton in Paris, although he gives no source for this information. 
According to the Lothrop catalogue (in Lothrop et al. 1957, p. 239), Joseph 
Brummer, artist/coll ector/dealer, purchased it from another Paris antiques dealer, 
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FIG. 2a et b - Eugène Doban's handwritl en noie descri bing his fir sl encounter with the Tlazolteotl or 
Ixcuina figure as sccn in fi gure 1, HSA #02245. 
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perhaps Ratton, some time in the l 940s. Ratton might have acquired it from the 
estate of Dr. Ribemont-Dessaignes. There is no way of knowing whether it was 
Charles Ratton or Joseph Drummer who ereated the« legencl » about the« impo-
verished patient » who gave the statue to Ribemont-Dessaignes, but it cloes sound 
like the sort of story dealers tell. 
In 1943, the Tlazolteotl sculpture appeared in Mediel'OI A111erica11 Art by Pa l 
Kelemcn ( 1943, p. 307), who described it as a« unique statue ... eut from a rather 
pale mottlecl jade [sic] ... unbelievably smooth over the entire surface». Kelemen 
(ibid. , pp. 307-308) notcd, « whcn photographed, the statue was tilt ed forward to 
stand the figure in a 11at11ral [my emphasis] position which was probably aehieved 
in pre-Columbian times by additiona l props, since then disappeared ». This 
leveraging of the piece secms to be the case whenevcr it is exhibited, presumably 
to achieve this more« natural positi on », despite the fact that the artist carved the 
stone to sil squarely and rather securely on its feet and buttocks (HSA, 82245). 
Robert Woods Bli ss purchased the T lazolteotl from the estate of Joseph 
Brumrncr from his executor and brother, Ernest Brurnmer, in 1947, and it has 
been on exhibition as part of the Bliss collection almost continuously until the 
last few years (due to construction at Dumbarton Oaks). 
C11lt11ral co111ext: ass11111ed and assig11ed 
The sculpture has been described as the goddess Toci, Ixcuina and Tlazol-
teotl. Yet despite being knowledgable about the Aztec pantheon, Bo ban (HSA, 
B2245) described her only as « most probably a Mexican deit y ». Ha my ( 1906) 
fir st identifi ed the sculpture as Ixcuina, and Lothrop (in Lothrop el al. 1957, 
pp. 15-16) later reiterated this, describing her as « the goddes Tlazolteotl, a lso 
call ed Ixcuna or lxcuina, [who] had multiple functio ns in aboriginal Mexico. In 
addition Io the Aztec she was worshipped by the Mi xtec, Huastec and the historie 
Olmec. In one aspect she was regarded as the goddess of cam ai sin and li cen-
tio usness, but as the Eater of Refuse she consumed the sins o f mankind ». 
While Lothrop accurately describcs the Aztec goddess's ait ri butes, the statue 
it self presents no iconography identifyin g her as Ixcuina or Tlazolteotl. Among 
numerous representations of Tlazolteotl in the Fejen'(//y-Mayer codex, she is 
seated, squatting, kneeling on one knee, kneeling on bath knees, and standing. 
She is occasionall y naked, but not in the act o f giving birth, and even whcn 
unclothed, she always wears her heacldress, ear ornaments, nase ornaments, and 
bracelets. The Dumbarton Oaks sculpture might have been inspired by the 
T lazolteotl painted in the Borbo11ic11s Codex, which actuall y shows the goddess in 
the act o f giving birth Io the corn god, Centeotl , but in that depiction, her arms 
and legs are spread wide apart and « she is completely covered by clothing and 
attributes, and her face does no t betray the least expression » (Baudez 1998). 
Jeffrey Quiller (2002), among others, proposes a relationship bel ween Tlazolteotl 
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as the mother goddess of the Huastecs, and the fact that the Huastecs culti vated 
cotton and tradcd finely wovcn textiles with the Aztecs. He notes that Codex 
depictions ofTlazolteotl show her with unspun cotton, spinelles and tassels in her 
headdress, and suggests that the numerous « snrnll holes in the car lobes and 
about the head of this sculpture» may be for inserting spinelles and tassels (ibid., 
p. 479). Tbis might expia in the function of the holes drilled through the ears and 
hair, but therc are also holcs drilled through her jaw, through her buttocks and 
through her fcct. 
John Pohl postulated that the sculpture might be Tlaxcalan, and part of the 
Tizatlan altar offerings, saying that it cou Id be« related to either Chalchiuhtlicuc 
or Tlazolteotl, who presidcd over births ». Ta king note of the fact that there arc 
no inciscd or carved calendrical markings on the sculpture, Pohl (1998, p. 195) 
proposed that « it Jacks feast dates perhaps because the goddesses were patrons of 
ail 260 potential birth days ». 
Pre-Co/11111bia11 /apidary technology 
The Dumbarton Oaks Tlazolteotl is fashioncd from rare material and dis-
plays what Pasztory (2002, p. 161) describes as « exquisite technical virtuosit y 
despite the use of stone tools ». This technical virtuosity secrns problematic, 
particularly when one understands the limit ations of an arti san who had only 
stone and abrasives with which to carve hard matcrials such as granite, aplit c, 
wernerite, or jadeite. 
Mesoamerican lapidary technology has long been of interest to archaeolo-
gists. Two of the earli est students of pre-Columbian stonc carving were Smith-
sonian scientists: J. D. Maguirc, who wrotc «A study of the primiti ve methods of 
drillin g » (1894) and « Materials, apparat us, and processcs of the Aboriginal 
lapidary » ( 1892), and W. H. Holmes, who procluced the encyclopcdic study 
«The lit hic industries» in 1919. More recent books and articles deal with discrete 
collections of stone carvings from specific cultures or regions, with technological 
discussions usuall y kept to a few paragraphs or pages. The exceptions are Lorena 
Mirambcll's « Técnicas lapidarias prehispé'micas » ( 1968), Mark Chenault 's 1986 
University of Colorado M.A . thesis, « Technical analysis of Pre-Columbian 
Costa Rican Jadeite », and Margaret Hempenius Turner's 1988 Universit y of 
Rochester dissertation,« The lapidary inclustry of Teotilrnacan, Mexico» 6. 
Pre-Columbian craftsmen worked hard stones by abrading their surfaces with 
stonc, wood and, perhaps, metal tools in cornbination with abrasive sand. The 
16th Century Aztec in formants of Fray Bernardino de Sahagùn (1961, p. 14; 
book 10, part XI , pp. 80-81) described lapidary masters who «eut rock crystal, 
and amethysts, and green stones, and emerald green jade, wi th abrasive sand, and 
hard metal. And they scraped them with a worked flint tool. And they drill ed 
thcm; they borccl them with a metal tubular dri ll. Thcn they slowly srnoothed the 
17 
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surfaces; they polished them; they gave them a metalli c luster. And then they 
finishcd them off with a picce of wood and very fin e abrasive». T he « hard 
metal » Io which Sahagt'm refers mighl be hanunered copper o r bronze, allhough 
some believe that the metal tools were a post-conquest phenomenon. Smithso-
nian geologist, William Foshag (1957, p. 46) thought that the hollow drillin g 
tubes used by pre-Columbian artisans were more li kely bone or bamboo with 
abrasive material appli ed to the cutting edge. 
Special sand was brought from various parts of the Aztec empire, including 
Quetzall epec and Tototepec on the Pacifie coast of Mexico (Duran 1994, p. 417) 
to be usecl as abrasives. The material may have included quartz, pulverized gam et 
and jadeite usccl wi th hard stones, woocl, agave fiber cord, and possibly even 
potsherds (Foshag 1957, p. 54; Stirling 1961, p. 56; Pohoril enko 1996, p. 12). In 
excavations at Kaminaljuyu, Kidder et al. (1946, p. 120) found «about two 
teacupfuls [sic] of sharp quartz sand, and angular fragments of evicl ently freshly 
broken-up jade from the size of a pinheacl to that of a pea ».The coarseness of 
the jade fragments would precludc their bcing used as abrasive material, allhough 
the material might have been saved fo r later pulverizing. 
Pre-Columbian tool ki ts were essentially neolith ic - they carved even bard 
stones like quartz and jade with other stones. Large stones were « split a long the 
grain or sawed into units with at least o ne fiat surface, probably by means of cords 
and abrasive powder » (Kelemen 1943, p. 285). To this day, Guatemalans break 
offj ade slabs by using a wooden wedge forced into a natural crack in the stone. By 
applying water to engorge the woocl, they create enough pressure over time to 
fo rce the secti ons apart (Sorensen, persona! communication in 2004). Other 
rough shaping of stones was done by grinding and by percussive blows and later 
sawing indiviclual plaques with stone saws and abrasive sand (Foshag 1957, 
pp. 45-46; Drucker 1955, p. 172; Stirling 1961, p. 56). 
Pre-Columbian lapida ries employed chipping techniques to create parti cula r 
fcatures, and drill ed through hard stone with sol id drill s made of stone or wood, 
and later, holl ow drill s of rcecl , bone or copper (Kelemen 1943; Foshag 1957; 
Easby 1961, p. 70; M irambell 1968, pp. 11-12). T hese drill s may have bcen rotatcd 
by hand, set into a sti ck and roll ecl over the thigh or revolvccl by means of a bow 
drill (Maguire 1894; Holmes 1919). Severa! tons of drill ed ilmenite cubes were 
excavated at the Olmec site of San Lorenzo. They may have beeu used as cap 
stones in combination wi th bow drill s at wha t must have becn a large lapiclary 
workshop, but no other tools were founcl in associatio n with this material (Di 
Castro Stringher 1997, pp. 153-160). Much poli shing was accomplished with 
fin e-grained abrasives. T his proccss would have required patience and considera-
ble skill , and lapida ries may have usecl the fin est grade of abrasives in combina-
tion with soft-woocl blocks or animal skins fo r a fini shecl poli sh. 
When working with hard stone like jade and quartz, pre-Columbian artisans 
used a variety of other stones, wooden wedgcs and drill s, corcls and possibly 
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copper tools, in combination with sand and crushed rock as abrasive. They 
employed techniques such as chipping and grinding, along with drilliug, splitting 
and sawing to fonn basic shapes. Sharp-edged stones, probably flint or agate, were 
used as fil es, and obsiclian with appropriate abrasives was most likely used to 
incise lines and create indentecl features. For piercing, they used solid pointed 
stones, which left cone-shaped holes, and hollow, cylindrical drill s with abrasives 
for creating decorative elements. They employed a variety of poli shing approa-
ches, depending on the type of stone. Despite Sahagun's referencc to « harcl 
metal », he is describing copper and possibly bronze. There is no indication in any 
historie or ethnographie source of which I am aware that pre-Columbian lapida-
ries used what we woulcl consider hard metal, such as iron or steel, as filin g, 
drilling or culling tools, or that they cmployed any type of wheelecl or rotary 
techuology in fashioning their stone objecls. 
Scm111i11g e/ectro11 111icroscopy 
l believe that microscopie examination of tool marks provides a mcans of 
determining whether a stone artifact is ancient or was creatcd or reworked in 
recent limes. Modern tools leave marks distinct from those left by pre-Columbian 
tools, and by employing Scanning Electron Mi croscopy (SEM) these diftèrences 
can be detectccl. 
The silicone molds from carved elements on the Dumbarton Oaks Tlazol-
teotl , which I look in 2002, were cxamined under SEM, and compared with 
impressions of tool marks from two groups of carvings. The fir st group was 
comprised of documented, archaeologicall y recovered, pre-Columbian stone 
carvings, including Olmec jade and quartz carvings from La Venta, Tabasco, in 
the collections of the Smithsonian Institution, and Aztec and Mixt ec greenstone 
and travertine carvings from the Templo Mayor Museum coll ections in Mexico 
Cit y. The second group was comprised of experimental tool marks made on 
Guatemalan jadeite and Mexican quartz crystal in a Smithsonian laboratory 
using modern, cliamoncl-coated fil es, wire saws and rotary culling tools. 
Ali of the tool marks examined fa ll within four basic stone carvi ng techniques 
as described by Margaret Sax of the Briti sh Museum; these include micro 
chipping (characlcrized by a pillecl surface), drillin g (forming circular and semi-
circular features), filin g (showing linear features) and wheel cutting (wi th curved 
or linear features) (i11 Sax et al. 2004, p. 1414). Wheel cutting, as previously noted, 
is unknown to pre-Columbian lapidary technology, and wheel-cut featurcs are 
nol present on any sccurcly documented prc-Columbian objccts thus far exami-
ned. The presence of such tool marks is therefore presumed to be evidence of the 
use of modern rotary saws or lapidary wbeels. 
Scatming eleclron microscopy (SEM) employs an electron beam lo scan the 
surface of a specimen, and requires that a conductive coating of gold or palla-
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dium be applicd to cach spccimen for imaging to take place. In this instance, 
becausc of the size of the objcct as well as the possibility of damaging it , sili cone 
impressions werc employcd to prcclude coating the actual artifacts ltnder study. 
lu the SEM photographs, the pall adium-coated impressions of carved and 
inciscd designs appear as positive fcaturcs, so that the carved lincs, which look likc 
channels on the objcct itsclf, appear as ridges in the photos; the holes Ieft by 
drilli ng appcar as cylindrical or conica l projecti ons. ln other words, in the 
photomicrographs of the sili cone molds, the carved features appear in the reverse 
of how they look on the actual artifact. 
Although taking sili cone impressions has the drawback of creating images 
that are initially dinicult to read because the details arc reverscd, «an advantage 
o f this approach is the ability to examine detail s of the dccper parts of engraved 
fcatures »(Sax et al. 2000, p. 381 ). That is, one is able to see tool marks in the deep 
recesses of carved and incised features, where normal poli shing techniques could 
not reach to obscure or crase them. Individual featurcs were viewcd in plan view 
(as seen from directl y above), from a sicle view in order to assess the longitudinal 
depth and occasionally in cross-section (secn by viewing the end of the featurc), 
which inclicates the shape of the tool used (Sax et al. 2004, p. 1414). 
PROCEDURE 
Employing a molding matcrial callcd Coltene, President Plus, which is a 
li ght-body, surface-activatcd sili cone that produces high-definition impressions, I 
made 13 impressions of features o n the Tlazolteotl , including the incised mar-
kings from the hair and the complicated carving of the cars and teeth, a long with 
the face and hands of the smaller fig ure. 1 a lso took impressions of the poli sh on 
the principal fi gure's face, ribs and buttocks (Figure 3). 
1 examiued the sili cone molds under a li ght microscope, and then prepared 
each impression for SEM examination by mounting the individua l sili cone 
casting on a 1-inch diameter aluminum platform, a nd coating it with either gold 
or pall adium. I fo ll owcd this procedure on a select ion of Ohnec jade and quartz 
carvings in Smithsonian collections, and Aztec and Mixtec serpentine and tra-
vertine carvings in the coll ections of the Museo Templo Mayor. The purpose of 
employing this diverse group of carved stonc objects was to establi sh a suffi ciently 
la rge sample to be representative of pre-Columbian lapiclary technology at 
various points in prehistory, from the Formative through the Late Post Classic. 
1 took a final set of sili cone impressions of a series of straight incisions, saw 
marks, circular and scmi-circular carvings, as well as holl ow, conica l and 
bi-conical perforations created on G uatemala n jadeite and Mexican quartz crys-
ta l with modern diamond-coated filin g, cutting, drillin g, and straight and circula r 
sawing tools. I prepared these impressions for the SEM and examined them for 
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F10 . 3 - Tlazolteotl sculpture a l Dnmbarton Oaks, Washington, DC, with sili cone molding materia l 
appli ed . 
comparative purposes alongside the Dumbarton Oaks specimen and the prove-
nienced archaeological materials. 
Vi ewed under SEM , a rchaeologically recovercd pre-Columbiau hard stone 
carvings display carved and engraved features tbat appear relatively irregular and 
occasionally erratic, particularl y when compared Io carving and incising marks 
left by modern tools. Carved and incised features on documented pre-Columbian 
carviugs show the paths engraved by freely moviug, irregularly sizecl abrasive 
grains. Gcnerally, unadhered abrasive grains tend to shatter, and cross the paths 
of other grains. Marks left by hand-held, sharpened stone tools with or without 
abrasive sand also show a tenclcncy to twist, and falter somewhat, inclicating 
perhaps a natural twisting of the hand as it moves the tool across the stone. In 
marks left by holl ow drilling tools, if the abrasive has bccome embeclclecl in the 
tool, the grains appear to line up in more or less concentric arcs. Uncler higher 
magnifi cation, however, their appearance is only roughly uniform, and the 
variant size of abrasive grains is evidcnt. ln carved and inciscd lines created with 
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a stone file or cutting tool, with or without abrasive, the back and forth motion of 
the cutting tool Jeaves irrcgular and only roughly parallcl lines, and the fonn and 
size of the abrasive grains are not uniform. 
One examplc of an engraved feature, appearing to the naked eye as a neatly 
curving line, is incising made to depict the hairline on a highly polished Aztec 
mask from the Templo Mayor excavations (Figure 4). U nder SEM the incising 
appears as rough, broken and somewhat erratic (Figure 5). 
Circular and semicircular elements created by hollow drills made of bird 
bone, reed or possibly copper on documentcd, pre-Columbian objects vary 
widely in size. The smallest hollow-drill ed elements in the documented study 
group mcasure from betwecn 6.5 and 7.3 111111 to about 12 111111 in diameter; the 
larges! ones are betwecn J 7 and 19 mm, or nearly 2 cm wide. None of the hollow 
drill s used on Aztec, Mixtcc or Mezcala stone carvings from the Templo Mayor 
excavations has walls Jess than 1.2 mm thick, and most are between 2 and 3 mm, 
which would be consistent with the use of reeds or boncs. Hollow drill marks on 
documented Olmec jades from La Venta excavations, at Jeast those in the Smith-
sonian Institution's coll ection, arc nonexistent - ail Ohnec jades examined for 
this study bore only the marks of solid stone drills, which Jeft cone or dome-
shaped depressions. 
Not surprisingly, there is no evidence of standardized tool sizes on documen-
ted pre-Columbian stonc carvings; implements made from stone, bone, wood and 
bamboo would require frequent reshaping and sharpening. Such tools would not 
leavc uniform indentations, perfcctly circular impressions and finely eut straight 
and parallel lines. Additionally, carved lines o r incisions made by simple files with 
abrasive display no curvature and littl e depth when seen in profile; rather they 
fonn simple ruts. 
The Mohs' scale is used to determine the hardness of stone, with degrees of 
hardncss ranging from 1 to l O. Aplite has a hardness of 6, jadeite is between 6.5 
and 7, chert, flint and quartz are between 7 and 8 and diamond is the hardest, at 
1 O. Diamond abrasives, although not known to have been employed by pre-
Columbian carvers, eut through jadeite and aplite sharply and cleanly, leaving 
distinctive tracks (Figures 6 and 7). 
Since the mid-19th ccntury, avail able technology has providecl lapiclaries 
with cutting tools coated with permanently adhered and uniformly sized abrasi-
ves. The abrasives embedded in modern carving tools are industrial diamonds, 
uniform in size and shape. In experimental incisions, diamond-coated fil es 
and saws left paths of ncatly parallel lines. In incised lines created by diamond 
coated steel burring tools, the regular, equidistant, parall cl lines arc also clearly 
visible. lt is possible to erase or obscure these lines by polishing, but it is very 
difficult to be entirely successful in this endeavor (Figure 8). In this fig ure, some 
of the abrasive grain paths were polished out using a wooden toothpick and dry 
quartz sand. 
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FIG. 4 -Templo Mayor Aztec mask examined in Tcmplo Mayor Museum, Mexico Cit y (10-220298). 
Supcrimposed box outlines hairlinc section recordcd in Figure 5. 
f'1c;. 5 - Tcmplo Mayor Azlec mask: SEM photomicrograph of incision rcpresenting hairlinc al 18.2 x 
magnificat ion. Note brokcn lines an<l irrcgular abrasive grain sizes. 
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F1u. 6 - Experi111cntal tool 111arks: SEM photo111icrograph of incisions made with 111odern diamond 
rotary saw at 15.5 x magnification. 
Fiu. 7 - Experi111cntal tool marks: SEM photomicrograph of hollow dia111011d core drill captured at 
29-x magnification. 
Fro. 8 - Expcrimental tool rnarks: SEM photo111icrograph of incisions secn in fi gure 6 aftcr polishing 
with loosc quartz sand abrasive. 
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Tool Mark A11alysis 
The Tlazolteotl 's most arresting images, under SEM, are scen in the compli-
cated carving of her teeth, hair, ears and rib cage. In the process of drilling and 
carving the teeth, the artisan left distinct indentati ons on both the upper and 
lower lips at the ends of each tooth incision. These were not polished out, and are 
visible in an enlarged digital photo of the moulh (Figure 9). 
These lip indentations were created by a solid pointed drill , Jess than a 
millimeter in diameter, as seen in an SEM photomicrograph (Figure 10) 7• 
The holes, apparently clone fir st, may be the remains of drilling to remove the 
section of stone from between the lips. The remnanls of these drillings might have 
served as guides for the carver to make the horizontal cuts for the teeth without 
going too far into the lips. The shape of this drill hole shows no twistiug 
movement of li ne, or slippage. ln contras! (Figure 11), an SEM photomicrograph 
of a drill hole from a documented Smithsonian Olmec serpentine carving, clearly 
shows the wavering and twisting movement of a hand-powered tool. 
Avery narrow cutting tool was used to create the incisions between the teeth 
themselves (Figure 10). These incisions, when viewed from a variety of angles, 
display a depth and curvalure of line that could only have been accomplished by 
means of a rotary cutting device or lapidary wheel, visible in the photomicro-
graph (Figures 12 and 13). For comparison, see F igure 15, a pho tomicrograph of 
incised teeth from a quartz crystal skull, which was created at the request of the 
author in a shop near Teotihuacan (Figure 14). The carver used a handheld, 
diamond-coated, rotary cutting device. 
1 n addition to this evidence of rota ry saw use, l believe that the tool employed 
to create the opening between the upper and lower teeth is a dia monel coated wire 
saw, measuring less than 1 mm in diameter (Figure 13). The opening between the 
teeth is extremely regular, straight and smooth, and has been eut into the stone 
almost a centimeter. Pre-Columbian carvers might have used string or cord 
sawing Io achieve this, but the characteristic convex eut left by such sawing is 
absent. Tt is difiicult to imagine a natural fiber or even a stone tool that would be 
narrow and strong enough to create this feature. 1t might be possible to create this 
with a thin piece of copper, but it too might break under the pressure of sawing 
through that much material. 
The extraordinary carving or incising representing the hair indicates the use 
of vcry narrow, needle-likc fil es or, possibly, a large rotary cutting device. The end 
points for these incisions measure approximately .25 mm in width (Figure 16). 
Considering the hardness of aplite (granite) with gamet inclusions, a pre-
Columbian artisan would have employe<l a stone fil e with or without abrasive 
sand to create the hair lines. Such a tool would necessarily create numerous 
indications of starts and slips a long these lines, since it is <lifll cult to gain purchase 
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FIG. 9 - Tlazolteotl sculpture: enhanced view of mouth showing tecth wit h drill cntry marks cmpha-
sized via Photoshop. 
FrG. JO - T lazolt cotl sculpture: SEM photomicrograph of drill hole at uppcr lip above incision 
betwcen tee th. The perfect conc shapc of the drill can be compared to the sol id drill shown in 
Figure 11. 
Flü. 11 - Olmcc figur ine: SEM photomicrograph of drill hole al back of ear. The faltering, twisting 
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movemcnt of this hand-powcrcd dri ll can be secn in the shape of this conical dcpression. 
upper llp 
hole drllled lnto 
upper llp ot 1op 
of Incision between 
tee th 
F10. 12-Tlazoltcoll sculpture: SEM view of upper tccth, showing incisions bctween teeth, drillc d 
holcs and space bctwccn upper and lowcr teeth at 11 .1 x magnificati on. 
FIG. 13-Tlazoltcotl sculpture: SEM photo micrograph of upper and lowcr tceth, showing com•cx 
profil e of li ne cri.'ati ng the space bctwi.'cn the teeth in forcground, capturcd al 16.6 x 
magnificat ion. 27 
FIG. 14 - Modern rock crystal skutt; carvcd in M exico for author using modern electric hand-hcld 
diamond-coated rotary cutting de vice. Superimposed box outlincs area rccorded in fi gure 15. 
Fm. 15 - Modern rock crystal skutt: SEM photomicrograph of tceth carvcd by modern hand-held 
diamond-coated rotary cutting device. Note convcx curvature of tccth, reflecting concave 
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depth, which is consistent wit h whccl cutt ing. 
Fm. 16- Tlazoltcotl sculpture: SEI\•! photomicrograph of incisions representing hair just abovc 
propcr ri ght ear. 
r ie;. 17 - Tlazoll eotl sculpture: SEM photomicrograph of incised li ncs rcpresenting hair, demons-
trating the movement of the ri gid cutting instrument to crcatc theappearancc of a cun•ing linc. 
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on such hard stone. While certainly some, if not most, of these would be polished 
away, there is no eviclence, whatsoever, of such a process hcre. On the contrary, in 
ail cases, there are smooth beginnings and endings, with very sharply eut inci-
sions. Such ease and precision would indicate the use of a very narrow cutting tool 
with an abrasive approaching the harclness of diamond, not known to be avail a-
ble to pre-Columbian carvers. Additionally the artist created the curving hair 
lines around the figure's head by deftly cutting interconnecting incisions at 
slightly different angles, a fac! not visible to the eye, but evident under SEM 
(Figure 17). This pattern indicates the use of a rigid cutting tool, capable of 
making only straight culs, and whose angle must be changed to achieve the 
illu sion of cmvaturc 
Anothcr micrograph of incising uscd to depict the hairline on a Tcmplo 
Mayor Aztec mask demonstratcs how a pre-Columbian artisan created a curved 
line. Using a sharpencd stone as a scoring tool, it appears tha t the Aztec carver 
created the curved line without liftin g the tool and beginning anew at each 
juncture. Instead , we see short, cutting movements (Figure 5). Another examplc 
of this type of carving can be seen in Figure 19 from a documented Olmec jade 
carving, one of the figures from offering 4 al La Venta (Figure 18) which shows 
the same twisting of line. 
In a series of experimental marks we attempted to recreate some of the 
straight culs using a large diamond rotary saw, with the rcsults seen in figures 6 
and 8. We also attempted Io recreate the directional changes with a diamond 
needle fil e as seen in figure 20. 
Whcn figures 16 and 17 are comparecl, showing the perfection of incised lines 
on the Dumbarton Oaks sculpture, and the marks left by uniformly sizecl abrasive 
grains rnnning in parallel lines, it is clear that they a rc quite unli ke eithcr of the 
documented Olmec or Aztec examples. The tracks of the abrasive grains in the 
Tlazolteotl incising resemble more closely those of modern tools with perma-
nently afllxed abrasives, than either of the documented archaeological examples. 
The Aztec mask was carved from travertine (Mohs 4), which is a softer stone than 
aplite, yet despite the difli culty of carving the considerably harder stone, the 
Tlazolteotl incisiug is sharpcr and much more precise. Similar incisions were 
crcated on a block of Guaternalan jacleite with a cliamond rotary cuttiug tool 
measuring l mm in diameter (Figures 6 and 8), and diamond coated needle-files 
of the same approxima te measurement (Figure 20), and despite the fact that both 
are steel implements, they did not make incisions as narrow and as precise as the 
hair incisions on the Tlazolteotl. 
Impressions taken from the sculpture's ears and rib cage indicatc the use of 2-
and 4 nun core drill s, along with narrow cutting tools measuring less than 1 nun, 
and in some cases .5 nun, in thickness. One impression taken of an incision inside 
the highly naturalistic carving of the ear shows deeply-cut abrasive grain marks 
(Figure 21), which are similar to those seen in marks made by tools with perma-
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FIG. 18 - Olmec serpentine fi gurine: front and back of fi gure from oflèring 4 al la Venta, with 
highlighlcd area at ear whcre impression was taken; SI cal.# A407256. 
FIG. 19 - Olmec serpentine fi gurine: SEM pholomicrograph of line behind the car showing movemcnl 
or hand powered tool. 
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FIG. 20 - Expcrimental tool marks: SEM photomicrograph of incisions imitating T lazolteotl hair lin es 
created using diamond coatcd needle files. 
FIG. 21 - Tlazolteotl sculpture: SEM photomicrograph of incisions and drill marks wi thin ear of 
sculpture. 
FIG. 22 - Tlazoltcotl sculpture: SEM photomicrograph of incisions and hollow drill marks uscd to 
create the sculptnre's ribs. 
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nently embedded diamond abrasive. The pattern of abrasive striations in these 
culs is also similar to those left on the .5 mm incisions of the hair. Many of the 
tool marks were obliterated to a greater or lesser degree by polishing, although 
remnants of marks made by minute hollow drills with walls approximatcly a 
half mm thick can still be seen in various locations (Figures 21 and 22). 
Cutting and drilling tools of such a fine gauge would necessarily be a very 
hard metal, and given these dimensions, probably steel with diamond abrasive. 1 
have not been able to find documented pre-Columbian examples of hollow drill 
marks of such a small dimension. 
DISCUSSION 
The examination of this sculpture under scanning electron microscope pro-
vides ample evidence of modern tool use, including rotary saws or lapidary 
cutting wheels, minute hollow-core drills and narrow carving instruments with 
permanently adhered abrasives. This technology bas been available in Europe and 
the Americas since the early I 800s, and by the mid-I 800s, grinding and cutting 
wheels and drilling and polishing tools with permanently embedded abrasive 
material were in wide circulation (Byrne 1870, pp. 345-346; Pinkstone 1974, 
pp. 48-51). 
The technical examination of this carving indicates that the Tlazolteotl was 
carved by modern tools. In addition to the examples I have cited, there are a 
variety of other elements, which 1 believe, could only have been accomplished 
employing modern, forged-metal tools with permanently embedded abrasives. 
I believe that the Dumbarton Oaks Tlazolteotl is neither Aztec, Mixtec, nor 
Tlaxcalan, certainly not pre-Columbian, and not even demonstrably Mexican, 
though perhaps possibly wernerite despite Hamy's « note» to the contrary. If we 
assume the carving is misattributed, largely misunderstood, and probably created 
sometime in the 19th century, the question remains, what does the sculpture 
actually represent, and is it possible to restore something of the object's own 
reality? 
Reco11sideratio11: i11sider k11owledge and stories dealers tell 
Among Tlazolteotl's most interesting published descriptions, Elizabeth Ben-
son's highly readable 1993 memoir of the Bliss collection in Collecti11g the 
Nlesoa111erica11 Fast is perhaps the most informative. However, her evaluation of 
the collection, like that of Samuel Lothrop, Michael Coe and other admirers, is 
replete with tales, legends and rumors of the supposed acquisition history of 
objets d'art in the Dumbarton Oaks collection. Despite their storied nature, these 
tidbits are presented as insider knowledge and, worse, as fact. « Mr. Bliss acqui-
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red from Ernest Brummer, just aftcr the death of Brummer's brother Joseph in 
1947, a group of abjects, including the Tlazolteotl fi gmc, the Aztec rabbi! with 
Eagle Warrior, an elaborately carved Veracruz yoke, and a miniature Teotihuacan 
mask, which had belonged to President Porfirio Diaz, whose widow sold it in 
Paris ». The Tlazolteotl sculpture « was "rumored" to have been brought to 
France by an ofticer who had served under Maximilian in Mexico » (Benson 
1993, p. 21). This rumor is fir st mentioned by Lothrop in the 1957 catalogue 
(pp. 240-241). 
Benson's description of objects in the Bliss collection, and Lothrop's before 
her, bring to mind Christian Feest's second law of museum documentation, 
which states «The uncertainty of an attribution increases with the square of il s 
distance from the data supplicd by the collector ». A coroll ary to this law is that 
« provenances su pp li ed by the coll ector, cven if wrong, will lcad cl oser to the truth 
(through questions such as why a re they wrong and what are the reasons for the 
specificit y of their error) than even the most ingenious secondary attributions » 
(Feest 1968, p. 145). 
We now know that Eugène Boban played a part in the acquisition of this 
abject by Augustin Damour, who purchased it from a Mr.Wan, although the 
actual transaction did not occur in Boban's shop. Damour brought the carving to 
his friend for examination and evaluation. Boban had considerable expertise in 
pre-Columbian art and history, since he had formed the larges! extant coll ection 
of archaeological artifacts for the French Commission Scientifique in Mexico in 
the mid- l 860s, and was antiquariau/archaeologist in emperor Maximilian's court 
(Walsh 1996, 2006; Riviale 2001). Certainly, if Mr. Wan, presumably a Chinese 
dealer 8, had purchased it from a French officer, serving under Maximilian in 
Mexico, Boban might not only have known him, but would have included that bit 
of information in his description. His characterizing the sculpture as « bien 
probablement » [most li kely] a Mexican deity indicates to me that the « French 
officer » story was not known to Bo ban, and therefore did not come from either 
the Chinese sell er, or from Damour o r Hamy, who were present at the sale. Had 
Boban been told it came from one of Maximilian's ofticers, he would surely have 
known that it was Mexican. My own feeling is that the « French officer », the 
« impoverished peasant », and probably even the « widow of Porfirio Diaz» 
staries are ail jus! that - stories dealers invent to make a sale. 
!11terrogati11g co/lectio11s 
1 am not the fir st to question the authenticity of this unprovenienced object. 
Gordon Ekholm may have been the fir st, although, according to Eli zabeth 
Benson (l 993, p. 2 1 ), hc later changed his assessment. Prior to Ekholm ex pressing 
doubts, Frederick Peterson (1953, p. 180) publi shed an article about fake pre-
Columbian stone carvings and described the kinds of stonc used by Mexican 
artifakers. His li st notably includes wernerite, and since the Dumbarton Oaks 
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Tlazolteotl is the only carving ever described as wernerite in published sources, I
have to conclude he was making an oblique reference to this figure (1953, p. 180). 
Esther Pasztory (2002, pp. 161-162) has expressed numerous reservations about 
the goddess, noting, « She is beautiful, naturalistic, and qui te polished on the one 
hand, white the graphie depiction of birth and her giant grin of pain are as 
transgressive as being flayed ». The Tlazolteotl figure is not represented in 
Pasztory's « Aztec Art » (1998). Claude Bandez (1998) singled out the Tlazolteotl 
sculpture as suspect because of details that he perceives as neither Aztec nor even 
Mesoamerican, particularly her nakedness, her expressiveness and the complete 
absence of insignias referencing the goddess. 
The Dumbarton Oaks Tlazolteotl is unique in Mesoamerican art and aesthe-
tics, not just for the subject itself, parturition, but for the birthing position, which 
is not seen in any other human reprcsentation in ceramic, wood or stone. 
Pre-Columbian and post-contact painted codices contain no depictions of a 
woman giving birth in this manner. In spitc of this Jack of corroboration in the 
archaeological or ethnographie record, images of the Dumbarton Oaks sculpture 
appear with some regularity in books and articles on Mesoamerica illustrating 
pre-Columbian birthing practices published in the 20th century and even into the 
21st (Le6n 1910; Comisarenco 1996; Matos Moctezuma 2003; Yiesca 2005). 
Nevertheless there are numerous unquestionably authentic dcpictions of women 
giving birth in very different positions - mostly lying on their backs or sides, 
usually modestly covered by mantles, or seated with legs spread wide a part - as in 
the case of the Borbo1ücus Tlazolteotl. 
The Dumbarton Oaks figure's facial expression is unlike any other, particu-
larly if we are to believe that she is Aztec, since Mexica faces are impassive. Her 
long straight ｨ｡ｩｴ ｾ＠ as Esther Pasztory has pointed out, is a rarity in Aztec carving, 
and it is difficult to find comparable documented examples. There are some in 
museum collections, but they also lack provenience. Thecomplicated nature of the 
carving of the teeth and ears, which are depicted in a naturalistic and detailed 
manner, and the extremely high polish is unusual. The medium employed is rare as 
well. The fact that there is evidence of modern tool use in nearly ever facet of the 
carving confirms what her idiosyncracies and anomalies point to: that the sculp-
ture was created in relatively modern times, not simply reworked in modern limes. 
Eugène Bohan decided in 1883 that the carving was most likely a Mexican 
deity, but didn't specify which. Tt was Hamy who identified the sculpture as 
Tlazolteotl, with, it would seem, only her birthing position determining his 
identification. Ali the known representations of tbat goddess, including the one 
Hamy was connecting this one to, show her fully clothed, at the very least fully 
adorned, even white giving birth. In fact, in the Borbonicus, the infant she gives 
birth to is fully clothed and ornamented, too. Additionally, in that depiction, the 
goddess gives birth with her legs spread wide a part, with knees at 3 and 9 o'clock 
positions, not held tightly to her chest. 
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C ONCLUSION 
The historical context of the sculpture is instructive, despitc its storied nature, 
but unfortunately it does not reveal any hard data about any actual provenience 
for the piece. The stories about its arri vai in Europe, purportcdly from Mexico, 
arc unsubstantiated. The only thing we actuall y know for certain is that it came 
from Europe, specifi call y Paris. That it was sold by a Chinese dealer might 
indicate an Asian provenience, but that is more speculation. The piece's connec-
tion to other antiquit ies dealers also does nothing to substantiate its antiquity, 
but, rather may cast further doubt. Eugène Bo ban was self-educated and indeed 
fairl y knowledgeable about precontact Mexico - he had even taught himself 
Nahuatl - but he sold many hard-stone carvings and sculptures that have come 
under suspicion during the past few decades, including jadeite masks, a variety of 
obsidian objects and three crystal skull s. lt should also be said, however, that he 
sold a large number of authentic artifacts (Pasztory 1989; Walsh 1996, 2004, 
2006; Riviale 2001). I am inclined to beli eve that he knew some of these artifacts 
were fake, white others were mistakes attributable to the I 9th century state of his 
knowledge. E rnest-Théodore Hamy's eye was a lso faulty, since he published 
scveral articles on arti facts Boban imported from Mexico, including a 19th cen-
tury obsidian plaque and the two crysta l skulls in the Trocadero collection. 
Esther Pasztory (2002, p. 159) wrote that « Fakes tell us about ourselves 
- what we think we see when we look at the things of another time and place». 
What we see in obj ects that we are ta ken by, or perhaps ta ken in by, relates more 
to our own particular aesthetic sensibiliti es and interests, tha n to any apprecia-
tion of anything ancien!. What is actuall y known about the Dumbarton Oaks 
T lazolteotl is only her pedigree, the succession of residences in famous coll ec-
tions. 
The group of men enamored of the T lazolteotl sculpture represents a case 
study of Pasztory's observation. They include the Chinese dealer, Mr. Wan, 
presurnably interested in making money; the antiquarian Eugène Il oban, who 
spcculated on its cultural associations and infl ated its monetary appraisal; the 
mineralogist Augusti n Alexis Damour, who identifi ed its beauti full y worked and 
polished stone as the minerai wernerite; and the museum curator Ernest-
Théodore Hamy (1906, p. 4), who discovered an Aztec goddess in the sculpture, 
but was most taken by her exoticism. The obstetricians Dr. Al ban Alphonse 
Amboise Ribemont-Dessaignes and Dr. Nicolas Le6n both considered the 
sculpture to be the representation of childbirth in its most clemental fonn. 
Robert Woods Bli ss's interest in the sculpture may have been the most purely 
aesthetic. Michael Coe (1993, p. 277) described him as« a close counterpart of 
those Renaissance coll ecting princes who amassed rare and beautiful objects 
fashioned from expensive materials - what arc known as objets de vertu. Gold 
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and jade fascinated him, and stone objects had to be highly polished and of 
superb workmanship ». Bliss had a good eye, and, of course, he knew whal he 
liked; one mighl even say he had a very good eye for what he liked. But he liked 
gold and jade, and highly polished stones, ail of which are comparative rarities in 
prc-Columbian collections from documented archaeological contexts. Among 
the Templo Mayor excavations for example, with some 20,000 arlifacts excavated 
so far, jadeite and gold objects can be counted on one, perhaps two hands. 
Museum collections, replete with rare and beautiful unprovenienced master-
pieces, oftcn become world renowned for their wealth of resources. At the dawn 
of the 2lst century, considering our own extraordinary toolkil , there is a 
pressing need to reexamine and reevaluate unprovenienced artifacts. The stock of 
fraudulent and misidentified objects has been growing since increased demand 
for ancien! Mexican art created a modern supply in the early 1800s. We can no 
longer fait back on rumor, or legend, or invented proveniencs far removed from 
any aclual data associated with an artifact. Museum collections are like libraries, 
and as James Dwight Dana once wrote, they « are better than books », 
containing «the whole that was ever put in words on the subjects they illnstrate 
and a thonsand times more». I believe that it is the most important reason 
why museums keep collections, so that like books, we can study and learn from 
them. 
William Henry Holmes, also interested in pre-Columbian forgeries, wrote in a 
Smithsonian article that as early as the 1880s, fakes were crowding museum cases 
and confusing students and scholars. His alarm was palpable. 
Spurious [Mexican] objects are executed in wood, stone, and metal, and experts of no 
mean order of talent ply their trade within the valley of Mexico. One reproduccs 
ancien! instruments of music, the curious tcponaztli, for example, in worm eaten wood 
and with surprising cleverness; another forges articles of bronze and coppcr in divers 
wcll-known, as wcll pcrhaps as heretofore unknown, forms; whilst many carve in stone, 
rivaling the ancient lapida ries in shaping even the harder forms of quartz. ( ... ) Three-
fourths of the objects of copper and perhaps one-third of those of stone now found in 
American collections are frnuds (Holmcs 1889, p. 320) 
Science demands the reexamination, and critical reevaluation of unprovenienced 
artifacts in museum collections. 
In the 2lst century our knowledge of pre-Columbian art and cultures is 
mnch more comprehensive than Holmes's 19th Century view, despite his clear 
understanding of the enormity of the problem. The scientific and technological 
advanccs of this ncw nùllennium afford us an important opportunity to reexa-
mine these l 9th- and early 20th-century collections to ver if y lheir authenlicity 
and confinn that the materials and techniques employed in their creation are 
representative of and consistent with pre-Columbian artistry, culture and tech-
nology. At the same time, we are compelled in this endeavor to reexamine our own 
history of acquiring these artifacts, our prejudgements and methodologies, as 
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well as the objects' exhibit ion and publication histories in au effort to return 
something of their own reality to them. * 
• Manuscrit reçu en mai 2006 et accepté pour publication en décembre 2007. 
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